
                                                                                                    

Draft  Liquor Amendment Bill, 2016 – Comment by Vuma Liquor Traders’ Association (VULTA) 

Date: 28 October 2016 

 

1. Proposal that a person must not sell or supply liquor or methylated spirits to a minor, 

meaning a person under the age of 21 years 

- The proposal is totally unrealistic considering the following facts 

- Given that a very large sector of the population practicing the traditional custom on 

initiation into manhood, the general age when this happens is around 17 and 18 years of 

age 

- The age at which a person can join the army is 17 years.  It is important to note that when 

joining the army a soldier understands, accepts and is ready to be sent to areas and foreign 

countries where their lives are at risk and there are generally known cases where south 

African soldiers have sadly lost their lives 

- At 18 years of age people are allowed to get married.  This is a serious step in any person’s 

life as it marks the beginning of a lifetime of all sorts of serious responsibilities, 

commitments and complications. 

- The minimum age at which a person may apply for a driver’s licence is 18.  Having  a driver’s 

licence and thus being able to drive a car legally is a serious responsibility 

 NB: VULTA is of the strong view that proposed age restriction be scrapped and that 18 years is a 

reasonable minimum age for consumption of liquor products 

2. Proposal regarding the zoning requirements to be complied with 

- This proposal does not take into account that apartheid planning of black residential did not 

include business zoned areas 

- This of course had to do with the apartheid agenda that the dormitory townships were 

meant as labour for white businesses which were all based outside of the townships 

- This explains why many business operate from family houses 

- In some cases extension to the original house are used for various trading purposes and in 

some cases separate structures have been constructed in the yards 

- This is one proposal that will put all township based liquor traders out of business 

NB: VULTA proposes that the zoning compliance requirement proposal should be totally 

scrapped  

3. Proposal for even stricter regulation of trading hours 

- Anyone who understands the township culture knows that the townships come alive mostly 

after business/working hours and that this continues until very late 



- This is especially the case over the weekends when social life/activity continues even to the 

following day 

- Restricting trading hours does not make sense. It will not stop people from drinking as they 

will stock up in the cars or homes. Granted that the purpose is for people to drink less, this is 

not happening with even with the current trading hours.  Stricter regulation of trading hours 

will not result in less drinking  

- Regulating trading hours is what it was like during the apartheid times. People have short 

memories.  During those harsh times no businesses of whatever nature were allowed to 

trade after 1pm on Saturdays. On Sundays all businesses were closed as the apartheid laws 

required. 

- It seems that the idea of regulation of business trading hours is a lesson that has been from 

the cruel and bitter apartheid past 

 

NB: VULTA proposes that trading hours should not be regulated but that a basic neighbourhood 

regulation should apply.  This means that the traders in discussion with immediate and affected  

neighbours can discuss how late the business may operate  

 

4. NLP proposal that liquor businesses be at least 500 meters away from residential areas, 

recreation facilities, schools, places of worship and so on and that they should not be near 

public transport and areas ‘not classified for entertainment or zoned by municipalities’ for 

liquor trading 

- This is another proposal that does not make sense.  Some of these facilities were built after 

some of the businesses were established and so maybe in such cases they should have been 

careful about where to locate them.  Existing liquor trading places in such a case should not 

be under question and therefore should be allowed to operate 

- Again in the black townships where taxis operate on almost all streets besides the main 

ones, many if not most of liquor trading premises will be found at or near public transport 

- The zoning idea and areas “not classified for entertainment” has been dealt with in point 2 

NB:  VULTA therefore proposes that this proposal be scrapped for the reasons given above     

5. Proposal that special SAPS officials be appointed as inspectors to monitor and enforce laws.  

The amendment adds lots of many other officials who are designated as inspectors   

- This idea is outrageous and it will go beyond what apartheid did when it persecuted liquor 

traders 

- The fact that there will be such police who will focus on enforcing laws that have to deal 

with traders who buy the products over the counter does not make sense, especially given 

that the levels of serious crimes have increased and continue to get worse 

- Any traffic officer, a peace officer, inspector from the Department of Agriculture and 

Fisheries, and inspector from the Department of Health, any person allowed by the Minister 

upon request 

- All these people and many others will be deployed in the all-out war against liquor traders  



NB: VULTA proposes that this idea be scrapped  

6. Proposal that manufacturers and suppliers should take responsibility not to supply their 

products to unlicensed traders, that traders should not serve products to already intoxicated 

person and that when that happens and the drunk person is involved in a motor accident or 

crime, that the manufacturer, distributor and trader will be responsible and be made to pay 

for any harm or damages 

- First of all, why is it required that manufacturers and suppliers should not sell to unlicensed 

traders.  This is like tightening the screws as if in the end the agenda is to destroy the 

industry on a gradual basis 

- Then how will a trader be sure that a person is already intoxicated and therefore should not 

be served as people reach intoxicated levels at different rates depending on many things 

such as the type of drink, the rate at which they drink, whether they had enough to eat 

before they drink 

- In some cases no one can tell if a person is drunk as they may not appear drunk 

- Given this, to be sure, will traders be required to ask their customers to stand on one foot or 

will they be required to use alcohol limit testing instruments before they serve their 

customers? 

- Then how can a trader be responsible for an accident or crime committed after having 

served an allegedly intoxicated person?  How long after having been served does the effect 

last to make a connection between the two? 

 

NB: VULTA strongly condemns this proposal and thus it should be scrapped 

 

7. Proposal to restrict advertisement of alcoholic beverages, prohibitions of sponsorship and the 

promotion that is associated with alcoholic beverages 

- This idea is guaranteed to kill most sporting activities and events as by far most are 

sponsored by the industry 

- We name a few that are sponsored by the liquor industry: Durban July handicap, J & B Met, 

Castle Light Cricket, Carling Black Label (soccer), Ragabolo (Smirnoff) soccer as a whole, 

rugby as a whole.  The list is long 

- The idea that promoting and advertising liquor products influences non-drinkers to start 

experimenting with the products is not true.  It is something that is imagined by those who 

make laws. 

- Promotion and advertising of liquor products is of use and relevance to those who already 

drink.  Advertising offers them various competing products that are available 

- Consider the fact that as pork meat is promoted and advertised very widely all the time, has 

this caused Moslems or Jews to eat pork?  Not at all 

 

NB: VULTA proposes that this damaging proposal be totally scrapped 



 

8. Linking crime to liquor 

While we are not experts as to whether there is a link between too much alcohol intake and 

crime, we find it interesting  

- That there are very few cases of criminality and violence in and around liquor trading 

businesses 

- It would be madness to go to a shebeen to discuss plans for committing a crime because 

everyone is laid back, loud and interacts in an uninhibited manner. For this reason no 

crime planning takes place on our businesses 

- It is a known fact that there have many cases of violent confrontations within churches 

and other places of worship 

- It is also interesting that with many of the unfortunate policemen who have been 

murdered, we have yet to hear of a single case where a policeman was murdered in a 

liquor trading outlet or near it or connected to it 

- In the very few cases where there has been violence on liquor trading premises, it has 

always been committed by someone from outside who has been looking for a targeted 

person and the reason they go the said premises to look for the person is that this is 

where the person most likely to have their guard down and relaxed 

- If one studies the general personality of the typical person who turns out to be a 

paedophile, people are always shocked that the person turns out to be somebody who 

is a respectable person of the community, a non-drinker. 

- By the way, Hitler was a non-drinker 

 

                                                  Points for consideration 

 

In the main National Liquor Policy document it says in (1.1).  “The results of the apartheid liquor policy 

were countless raids, harassment, arrests, prosecutions and imprisonment of African people” 

 

Then in 1.6.9 it talks about transforming the industry and mentions Black Economic Empowerment 

(BBBEE) 

The only people who will benefit will be the rich blacks who are close to government as the 

government will force companies to give shares to them.    

Given all the proposals that we have dealt with and how they will result in the disempowerment of 

our SME black-dominated and township sector, we plead with those who wield power to listen to us 

and hear our cries.   

 



We feel that those behind this policy live very privileged lives and are far removed from our realities 

in the townships 

 

Many of them have liquor bars in their homes 

 

Many of them go to expensive hotels such as ONE and ONLY and The Cape Sun for their drinks that 

many of our customers can only dream of visiting 

 

As in the past, some who are now in plush jobs got educated from the type of business that is now 

targeted for destruction 

 

We are law abiding citizens and we are groaning under the yoke of terrible laws and passing this cruel 

policy may be the last straw 

  

We put bread on our tables 

 

We are adding value to the economy at no expense to the taxpayer 

 

This policy is far worse than any liquor laws experienced during the apartheid times 

 

THIS BILL MUST BE TOTALLY SCRAPPED 

 

THIS BILL MUST FALL 
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